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1 Introduction

New generation of embedded VLIW processors such as the st200 implements a bypass mecha-
nism between functional units. Thanks to this mechanism, the result of an arithmetic operation
can be directly fetched as an operand of another operation. This eliminates the usual data de-
pendence latency between the two operations. Nevertheless, when production costs enforce
strong contraints on die area, an incomplete bypass is implemented to save space. An incom-
plete bypass is a partition of functional units into small groups in which the bypass is complete.
It implies that, depending on placement, the latency between dependent operation is either null
or a fixed number of cycles. An upcoming revision of the st200 will use an incomplete bypass.

In this work, we model the problem of scheduling instructions for the st200 processor
as a problem of scheduling unitary tasks on a hierarchical architecture with communication
delays. We propose a guaranteed heuristic to solve it. Our heuristic is within a factor from the
optimal that depend on the number of groups induced by the incomplete bypass mechanism.
We prove that this bound is tight and preliminary experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed heuristic.

2 Model

As usual, a program is represented by a directed graph G = (T,E) where the set of vertices T
is a set of n tasks. This application graph has to be scheduled on P , a set of mM processors
(i.e. our functional units). Those processors are organized in M groups of size m also named
hierarchies in the litterature [1]. The communication delay between two processors in the same
hierarchy is negligible, while it takes ρ units of time if the two processors belong to different
hierarchies. The k-th processor of the l-th hierarchy is denoted Plk ∈ Hl.

A solution to the problem of scheduling an application graph on the processors is made of
two functions π : T → P and σ : T → N

+ that give respectively a processor assignement and an
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execution date for each task of the graph. This solution has to meet resources and precedence
constraints. We are aiming at minimizing the Makespan of the schedule.

This problem is denoted in the standard 3-fields notation α | β | γ extended by Giroudeau to
the hierarchical problem as PM (Pm)|prec, pj = 1, c = (ρ, 0)|Cmax [1]. Notice that the upcoming
st200 revision is a particular case where M = 2, m = 3 and ρ = 2.

3 A first heuristic

List Scheduling on the whole machine has a performance ratio of 2 + ρ− 1

mM
. But the ρ factor

is large and we aim at getting rid of it. To achieve this goal we first characterize a good class of
heuristics that is guaranteed within a factor that do not depend on ρ. We first need to introduce
the notion of idle time due to communications before characterizing schedules that use a main
hierarchy.

In a schedule (π, σ), an idle time is a pair (Pkl, t) such that ∄i ∈ T, π(i) = Pkl and σ(i) = t.
An idle time (Pkl, t) is said to be due to communication if ∃i ∈ T,∃j successor of i, σ(j) >

t and π(j) ∈ Hk and π(i) /∈ Hk and σ(i) ∈ [t − ρ; t − 1]
Schedules that do not contain idle time due to communication and that comply with the

Graham criterion are very interesting in the hierarchical case. As the following proposition
states, they have a performance guarantee that depend on the number of hierarchies. The
proof of this proposition is inspired by [2] and is not presented here.

Proposition 1 A schedule without idle time due to communication and complying with the
Graham criterion on at least one hierarchy is M + 1 − 1

m
optimal.

Notice that scheduling the whole graph only on the processors of a single hierarchy using classical
list scheduling produces a schedule without idle time due to communications and complying
with the Graham criterion on one hierarchy. Let call this scheduling algorithm GSingle, it is
M + 1 − 1

m
optimal.

Corollary 2 In the st200 case (M = 2 and m = 3), A schedule without idle time due to
communication and complying with the Graham criterion is 8

3
optimal.

We can notice that this ratio is better than 23

6
derived from general list scheduling with

communication delays.

4 A new solution

GSingle only uses a M -th of available resources. Thus, it is likely to produces almost sys-
tematically worst case schedule scenario. In this section, we propose the BHPST algorithm
that produces schedules without idle time due to communications and complying with Graham
criterion while making use of all the available resources.

BHPST works by choosing a master hierarchy and applying a modified list scheduling on all
the resources. The list scheduling iterates over schedule time while maintaining a list of ready
tasks. A task is scheduled on a non master hierarchy only if it is ready for all the hierarchies.
If at any time the master hierarchy is idle, recent schedule decisions (in the last ρ units of time)
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are examined: if there exists a task scheduled recently on a non master hierarchy, it is brought
back to the master hierarchy. This light schedule modification eliminates any possibility of
generating an idle due to communications on the master hierarchy. Furthermore, because it
uses a list scheduling as a basis, our heuristic comply with the graham criterion, at least on the
master hierarchy. Thus, the proposed heuristic comply to Proposition 1 and is M + 1− 1

m
of

optimal. When M ≤ ρ, this bound is tight.
We have implemented the two proposed heuristic (GSingle and BHPST) and a modified

version of classical List Scheduling algorithm on two Machines with communication delays.
More precisely, an adapted version of Earliest Task First algorithm [3]. We have tested the
three different heuristics over a set of Traced graphs [4]. The traced graphs represent some
of numerical parallel application programs obtained via a parallelizing compiler. Preliminary
results showed that BHPST outperform GSingle algorithm and is slightly better to classical
List Scheduling with communications when run over this set of Traced graphs.
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Figure 1: Simulation results for the LU factorization and the Cholesky factorization graphs.
The y-axis represents the ratio between the makespan of the three heursitics and the makespan
obtained by GSingle.

5 Concluding remarks and future works

In this article we proposed a new model to represent processor architectures that use an in-
complete bypass mechanism. This new model can be directly used with classical algorithms for
scheduling task with communication delays. Nevertheless, we proved that in the hierarchical
case, it is possible to improve on the general approximation guarantee. We showed that a sim-
ple list scheduling algorithm applied on only a part of the machine was actually a M + 1 + 1

m

approximation (where the processor has M hierarchies of m units). We improved this algorithm
by proposing BHPST, a heuristic with the same guarantee that makes use of all the available
resources. Finally, preliminary experiment results show the effectiveness of BHPST.

Future works will focus on the establishment of a link between guarantees related to commu-
nication delays and guarantees related to the number of hierarchies. We aim at improving the
classical bound that depend on communication delays by taking advantage of the hierarchical
structure of the architecture.
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